“International solidarity is not an act of charity: It is an act

of unity between allies fighting on different terrains
toward the same objective. The foremost of these
objectives is to aid the development of humanity to the
highest level possible.” Samora Machel (Mozambican
revolutionary and Mozambique’s first president)
.
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Enjoy LDCN’s June edition newsletter…
The “rainy season,” or the period between November and
May, represents an extremely important time for rural
sustenance farmers in Mozambique. Rural sustenance
farmers are almost completely dependent on the rains to
water their crops, and thus the “rainy season” directly
corresponds with the “growing season.” With the arrival
of the first rains in November, and continuing through
May/June, the community is hard at work preparing,
tending and harvesting their crops. This period is
extremely important as it is the time when local farmers
will produce all their food for the year and furthermore
any surplus will be sold in an effort to improve the
family’s economic situation.

community’s agriculture practices in order to better
understand the difficulties local farmers face; second, to
plant our initial demonstration fields and refine our short
and long term agriculture plan; and third, to increase our
exposure to the community by implementing a few
community based programs/activities.

Armando - local activist and Tiri Pabodsi
extension worker - interviewing local families

Bean Harvest at the Tiri Pabodsi Project
WHAT’S NEW WITH LDCN
This period was also a very important time for LDCN as
we too wanted to take advantage of our first rainy season.
Specifically, we had three main goals that we wanted to
accomplish:
first, to observe and accompany the

By observing and accompanying the community’s
agriculture practices, our objective was to identify key
areas where LDCN could support local farmers. We
conducted a rapid rural appraisal in which we identified
what local people plant, how and when they plant it, and
then when they harvest their crop. We also conducted
interviews, both formally and informally, with a variety
of community members to determine the principle
obstacles/difficulties they face in providing for their
families. What we found is that local people suffer from
a trio of difficulties in maintaining a productive farm.
These difficulties are economic, educational, and
environmental. Economically, local farmers lack access
to necessary inputs to improve production as well as to
improved markets where they can sell/trade their
production. From an educational standpoint, local

communities lack both the knowledge and access to
educational and agriculture extension services needed to
implement sustainable solutions to overcome the myriad
of difficulties they face. Finally, environmentally, local
farmers face deteriorating soil quality/fertility,
increasingly unpredictable weather patterns, and lack of
access to a consistent/dependable water source.
In working to accomplish our second goal, that of
planting our demonstration fields, we observed and
experienced many of the same problems community
members voiced to us. Prior to being the home of our
Tiri Pabodsi project, our land was clear cut of all its trees
to make charcoal and its grasses and shrubs were burned
over the course of many years. As a result, the land has
dried out due to extreme sun exposure; the fertile top soil
has washed away; and important nutrients have been
leeched out of the soil. Furthermore, as we are not
located near a river we do not have access to a consistent
water source.

Finally, in addition to accompanying the local growing
season and planting our initial demonstration fields, we
also wanted to implement some basic community based
programs with the local community. Stemming from her
initial interactions with local women, Chiara, our Italian
volunteer, has formed three different women’s groups
with whom she is helping to establish vegetable gardens.
The goal of the program is threefold: first, to teach
women how to plant a variety of different vegetables;
second, by distributing the produce evenly between the
women, to stimulate an improvement in their family
nutrition by introducing essential nutrients into their diet;
and, third, to coordinate and sell the surplus produce in
order to improve each woman’s family income and to
sustain the group’s activities. In addition to these direct
benefits, Chiara has also used the group as a medium to
get to know local women thereby understanding the
difficulties of their daily lives, and further educating and
supporting them in finding meaningful solutions to
overcome these difficulties.

Despite these obstacles, we had a relatively successful
growing season! We produced a large quantity of beans
(4 different varieties) as well as a small yet significant
quantity of pumpkins, peanuts, sunflower seeds and
sesame. In July, we began to harvest our vegetable crops
which include onions, garlic, bell peppers, tomatoes,
eggplant, carrots, lettuce, cabbage, collard leaves,
cucumbers, green beans, and hot peppers. We also
planted sugar cane, sweet potatoes, mandombe (a local
variety of potatoes), pineapple and cassava which we will
harvest at the end of this year/next year.

Armando with one of Chiara’s woman’s group
and their tomato seedlings

Tiri Pabodsi workers with a small portion of our
bean harvest

Recognizing that early education is key in learning and
development, LDCN has also helped the community of
Nguineia build a preschool. While the community built
the basic structure of the school using a local building
technique called “pao pique” (mud plastered to
interwoven tree branches), LDCN provided bamboo and
the sheet plastic for the roof. Currently, local children
have to walk many miles to the closest primary school,
and as a result many of the children enroll at a later age
and miss many school days, particularly during the hot

and rainy season. By having a preschool in the local
community, children will have earlier and better access
to more formal education.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Reflecting on what we have learned in our first growing
season, LDCN is currently refining our strategic plan to
better suit the needs of both the community of Nguineia
and the Tiri Pabodsi project. We have identified three
main areas where we would like to expand/further our
development work. First, in our demonstration fields at
the community center we plan to show specific
agriculture techniques that can be used to overcome some
of the environmental challenges local people face. In
order to improve access to water we are currently digging
a swale and are planning to build a rain water collection
tank in September. To improve soil fertility and regain
fertile top soil, we will continue to plant nitrogen fixing
leguminous plants such as beans, will continue
composting, and will continue to provide green manures
and soil cover during the dry months (July-September) to
protect the soil from extreme sun exposure. Finally, we
will further expand our tree planting program in our
effort to achieve our goal of planting 1000+ trees in
2012.

local people have to offer is their time and work. Thus,
in exchange for their help as volunteers in our
demonstration fields, LDCN and the Tiri Pabodsi project
will support each member with basic inputs (seeds,
tools/equipment…ect) and knowledge about improved
agriculture techniques. We also hope to improve access
to improved markets by seeking out potential buyers in
larger and more profitable city markets. Furthermore, by
organizing and pooling members’ resources we can also
reduce transportation costs and collectively negotiate a
better price for our productions. We are also exploring
the possibility of purchasing equipment/machinery, such
as a sesame seed oil press, that can be used to give more
value to locally produced crops.

Chiara with local women and children

Tree seedlings in the Tiri Pabodsi tree nursery
(Albizia, Moringa, Leucaena on table with spinach
seedlings below R-L)
Second, building on Chiara’s success in organizing local
woman around a communal vegetable production, we
would like to organize a community agriculture
cooperative of local farmers. The most valuable resource

Finally, during the process of building the local
preschool, community members continually voiced their
desire to build a primary school for grades 1-4. As
mentioned above, local children have to walk many miles
to the closest primary school and as a result local
education suffers. Having a primary school in the local
community would greatly facilitate access to early
education and alleviate the stress of local families
sending their children many miles to study. Furthermore,
besides the obvious benefit of having a local primary
school, the process of building a primary school has
many secondary benefits such as becoming eligible for
greater support from the government and local
businesses. The idea is that the community will have to
provide all local materials (bricks, sand, water…) and
basic labor while LDCN will provide the skilled labor
and non-locally available materials (cement, roofing…).

FINAL REFLECTIONS
Despite the positive steps we have been making at the
Tiri Pabodsi project, LDCN suffered a very tragic loss on
April 22, 2012. Fellow friend and volunteer Marcelo
Tosin Furlanetto lost his life from unknown stomach and
health related complications. Marcelo, a 22 year old
from Garibaldi, Brazil, had a strong desire to come to
Mozambique to dedicate his time to helping local
Mozambicans develop themselves. Following in his
parents footsteps, both of whom are professors, Marcelo
was working with local teachers and students to improve
the local education system by implementing an
afterschool educational program. Marcelo’s kindness,
dedication to helping others, and positive outlook on life
will be greatly missed by all those who knew and
admired him. I ask all of you to keep Marcelo, his
family, and his friends in your thoughts and prayers as
we try to comprehend and cope with this difficult loss.
On a more positive note, we want to thank all of you for
your continued support and interest in LDCN and the Tiri
Pabodsi project. We have been blown away by the
support and interest we have received from people
around the world. If you would like to follow LDCN,
our website is www.ldcn.org and you can find us on
Facebook by searching LDCN.
Any email
communications can be sent to zach@ldcn.org. Finally,
for those of you who would like to contribute to LDCN,
you can send checks, payable to LDCN, to 2 Potter Pond
Rd, Lexington MA, 02421. Any and all donations are
greatly appreciated and will go directly to supporting the
community of Nguineia. We hope you have enjoyed our
photos and newsletter and please feel free to send any
feedback and/or suggestions!!!!!!!!
Zach Lager
Executive Director LDCN

From top to bottom: Moringa tree seedlings,
Albizia tree seedling, and Panga Panga tree
seedlings
Zach excited about our bean production

From Top to Bottom: preparing panga panga seeds
for planting; cashew nut seed about to be planted;
working in the tree nursery.

Women planting and tending to their tomato
plants

Above: woman using a homemade watering can
Below: Joao during our bean harvest.

Above: Pumpkin plant with corn in the
background.
Below: Armando interviewing a local family
during our rural appraisal.

Working on the local preschool- the plastic and
bamboo for the roof was donated by LDCN

